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Persuasive essay topics for high school students

Persuasive essays are a bit like argument essays and persuasive speeches, but they tend to be a little kinder and gentler. Argument essays require you to discuss and to attack an alternate view, while persuasive essays are attempts to convince the reader that you have a believable argument. In other words, you are an advocate, not an adversary.
Introduction: This is the opening paragraph of your essay. It contains the hook, which is used to grab the reader's attention, and the thesis, or argument, which you'll explain in the next section. Body: This is the heart of your essay, usually three to five paragraphs in length. Each paragraph examines one theme or issue used to support your thesis.
Conclusion: This is the final paragraph of your essay. In it, you'll sum up the main points of the body and connect them to your thesis. Persuasive essays often use the conclusion as a last appeal to the audience. Learning how to write a persuasive essay is an essential skill that people use every day in fields from business to law to media and
entertainment. English students can begin writing a persuasive essay at any skill level. You're sure to find a sample topic or two from the list of 100 persuasive essays below, sorted by degree of difficulty. Kids should get paid for good grades. Students should have less homework. Snow days are great for family time. Penmanship is important. Short
hair is better than long hair. We should all grow our own vegetables. We need more holidays. Aliens probably exist. Gym class is more important than music class. Kids should be able to vote. Kids should get paid for extra activities like sports. School should take place in the evenings. Country life is better than city life. City life is better than country
life. We can change the world. Skateboard helmets should be mandatory. We should provide food for the poor. Children should be paid for doing chores. We should populate the moon. Dogs make better pets than cats. The government should impose household trash limits. Nuclear weapons are an effective deterrent against foreign attack. Teens
should be required to take parenting classes. We should teach etiquette in schools. School uniform laws are unconstitutional. All students should wear uniforms. Too much money is a bad thing. High schools should offer specialized degrees in arts or sciences. Magazine advertisements send unhealthy signals to young women. Robocalling should be
outlawed. Age 12 is too young to babysit. Children should be required to read more. All students should be given the opportunity to study abroad. Yearly driving tests should be mandatory past age 65. Cell phones should never be used while driving. All schools should implement bullying awareness programs. Bullies should be kicked out of school.
Parents of bullies should have to pay a fine. The school year should be longer. School days should start later. Teens should be able to choose their bedtime. There should be a mandatory entrance exam for high school. Public transit should be privatized. We should allow pets in school. The voting age should be lowered to 16. Beauty contests are bad
for body image. Every American should learn to speak Spanish. Every immigrant should learn to speak English. Video games can be educational. College athletes should be paid for their services. We need a military draft. Professional sports should eliminate cheerleaders. Teens should be able to start driving at 14 instead of 16. Year-round school is a
bad idea. High school campuses should be guarded by police officers. The legal drinking age should be lowered to 19. Kids under 15 shouldn't have Facebook pages. Standardized testing should be eliminated. Teachers should be paid more. There should be one world currency. Domestic surveillance without a warrant should be legal. Letter grades
should be replaced with a pass or fail. Every family should have a natural disaster survival plan. Parents should talk to kids about drugs at a young age. Racial slurs should be illegal. Gun ownership should be tightly regulated. Puerto Rico should be granted statehood. People should go to jail when they abandon their pets. Free speech should have
limitations. Members of Congress should be subject to term limits. Recycling should be mandatory for everyone. High-speed internet access should be regulated like a public utility. Yearly driving tests should be mandatory for the first five years after getting a license. Recreational marijuana should be made legal nationwide. Legal marijuana should
be taxed and regulated like tobacco or alcohol. Child support dodgers should go to jail. Students should be allowed to pray in school. All Americans have a constitutional right to health care. Internet access should be free for everyone. Social Security should be privatized. Pregnant couples should receive parenting lessons. We shouldn't use products
made from animals. Celebrities should have more privacy rights. Professional football is too violent and should be banned. We need better sex education in schools. School testing is not effective. The United States should build a border wall with Mexico and with Canada. Life is better than it was 50 years ago. Eating meat is unethical. A vegan diet is
the only diet people should follow. Medical testing on animals should be illegal. The Electoral College is outdated. Medical testing on animals is necessary. Public safety is more important than an individual's right to privacy. Single-sex colleges provide a better education. Books should never be banned. Violent video games can cause people to act
violently in real life. Freedom of religion has limitations. Nuclear power should be illegal. Climate change should be the president's primary political concern. A persuasive essay is a common type of academic writing. And almost every high school, college, and university student is asked to write such essays in their academic career. It reveals the
writer’s ability to persuade and convince people through facts and logic. Learning how to choose an appropriate and attractive topic is all you need to get started. You will get to know all about choosing the right topic in this blog. Keep reading to find persuasive essay topics for students and pick a topic that sparks your interest. How to Choose a
Persuasive Essay Topic? Choosing a writing topic for your persuasive essay writing is essential. The right topic will let you draft an exceptional and well-written essay. Selecting a persuasive essay topic might sound easy, but in reality, choosing a good idea can be challenging. You cannot randomly start writing a persuasive essay about any topic and
expect your essay to be brilliant. To select the best topic for your essay, take these few essential steps: 1. Know your Interests - You can only draft an effective essay if you are writing about something that interests you. When you write something you are passionate about, you provide strong logic, and enthusiasm helps to persuade the readers. 2.
Narrow Down Ideas - Make a rough list of the topic of your interest. Analyze all the issues and identify topics that you think you can present well, as the available information is generous. 3. Pick your Stance - Now that you know the information is sufficient on a topic decide your stance. Pick a side to support with evidence and logic. Remember that
the writer’s point of view plays a significant role in this assignment type. 4. Controversy is the Best Policy - People love to read about controversial stuff. If you choose a controversial topic, it is more likely that the readers will go through the entire essay to ease their curiosity. Even if they don’t like it, they will still read it. If you have your stance over
a controversy, share it with the audience. After passing your ideas through these filters, you will have a strong and arguable topic to draft an essay. In addition to this, when deciding on the topic, keep the target audience in mind. It will help you come up with strong persuasive speech topics, examples are given below. (back to top) Good Persuasive
Essay Topics In some cases, an instructor assigns the topic, but if you get to choose your topic, then be creative and unique. Below are some persuasive essay topics for students to help you write a professional essay for different fields and levels. Keep reading to get the best persuasive essay topics 2021. Persuasive Essay Topics for Grade 7 A key to a
happy life is kindness. Do you agree? All students should participate in sports. Summer classes are essential for better learning. Cafeterias that sell soda to kids should be banned. Censorship should be made on the internet in schools. Students should be fined to bring fast food for their lunch. Severe punishments should be given to bullies. War does
not only bring negative outcomes. Illegal immigrants should be treated equally as legal immigrants. Are humans the real reason behind the climatic change? Important life lessons are learned in middle school. Vaccinations can be a cause of Autism. All school students should have a habit of reading a newspaper. Women can do multitask better than
men. Are good research paper topics helpful to students? Persuasive Essay Topics for Grade 8 Every school has its own rules. What if you were given permission to change one rule? Smoking should be completely banned. What would be your ideal family vacation location? As thrilling as football is, it comes with a risk of concussions. Is the game
worth it? Spanish classes should not be mandatory in school. Ban illegal immigrants from getting a driver’s license. Free healthcare is not a plausible solution for third-world countries. Boys and girls should not be in separate classes. Free public wifi should be accessible to all. Sexual education in both public and private schools both. Celebrities
should be given strict penalties for breaking the law. Drug tests for school athletes. Same wages for female and male construction workers. Execution of dogs that bite other people is unethical. A dress code for teachers is not important. Unusual Persuasive Essay Topics Can there be a valid reason for war? The most disliked season Why do grown-up
people make fewer friends as compared to youngsters? Why are morning people praised so much? What would be the solution to an alien invasion on Earth? What is better? Rich and alone or to be poor with friends? Will life be better after 50 years? Building a skatepark in your city. Listening to music while working increases productivity. Zoos should
be closed down. Animals should not be kept in captivity. How necessary is print media in today's world? Human clones raise serious ethical concerns. Giving privacy to celebrities. Old fashioned manners should be taught by parents. The best career that guarantees success. Higher English Persuasive Essay Topics English literature is not as famous as
it once was. School uniforms are important to maintain discipline in schools. Motivation theories should be mandatory in school books. Bullying adversely affects the self-esteem of high-school students. Why drinking enough water is important. Do people go outside to study or just escape their problems? Violent video games are harmful for students.
Cheating should have a stricter punishment. Fast food is more harmful than beneficial. Communication skills are necessary for a successful business. More opportunities for community service for disabled people. Innovative minds should be encouraged at workplaces. Smoking in public places is unethical. Ebooks are better and more efficient than
paper books? Discuss. Laws to protect senior citizens from abuse. Argumentative Persuasive Essay Topics Importance of advertisement in pop culture Ad-free social media. Animal testing should be completely banned. Temporary tattoos can never replace the real ones. Testing drugs on humans should be completely banned. Is graffiti real art? Why
are genius people always so weird Movies can be used as a tool to educate children. Pregnant women listening to classical music increases their IQ level. Cutting costs by firing employees is not the right way. What changes have occurred in businesses over the past decade? Textbooks should all have a fixed price so everyone can afford them. Is it
okay if a girl asks out a boy? Women drive more carefully than men. Homosexuality is not a threat to existing cultures. Easy Persuasive Essay Topics School children cheating means that the teacher is not effective. Phones should not be confiscated inside schools. The most interesting subject in schools should be the student’s major. Is homework
necessary for school-going children? Schools fail to handle bullying. Dress codes should not be mandatory in schools. School days should be reduced. Kids should get to choose what they want to learn. If you get the chance to change a school rule, which one would it be? Friends should be allowed to sit together in class. School starts too early. Healthy
food should be cheaper than junk food. Eating meat is good for your health. Snacking is not that bad for human health. Sugary drinks should be completely banned at school. Persuasive Essay Topics - High School Time management is vital for a successful career. You can easily overcome your fears. Students should be allowed to evaluate their
teachers. Focus can be improved if listening to music simultaneously. Students with better grades are more intelligent. A person’s personality is judged by his dressing. Wealthier people of the United States should pay more taxes. Social media is the cause of depression among teens. It should be mandatory for students to learn a foreign language in
high school. Technology has disabled people. Teenage behavior is most influenced by peer pressure. Wearing a uniform should be made obligatory for all high school students. Can listening to birds transform mental health? Global warming is a made-up issue. Robots are smarter than humans. Persuasive Essay Topics For College “What are
Persuasive Essay Topics for University?” Cell phones should be prohibited for college students on the premises. Fencing borders is the only way in which immigration issues can be solved. There should be severe punishments for psychopaths and sociopaths. Parental supervision is necessary for children’s internet activity. Self-defense should be
taught to every female student at a young age. Local crime should be given more importance than international terrorism. Feminism has devalued motherhood. Children raised by a single parent can have personality disorders. Pornography is the cause of rape cases in the United States. People who have higher education than their partners tend to
dominate them. The current education system is flawed Patients suffering from chronic diseases should not be kept in mental hospitals E-learning has more cons than pros College graduates should be forgiven their student loans Restaurants should increase the wages of their staff instead of tipping them. Controversial Persuasive Essay Topics Mercy
killings should be legalized. Polygamy should be banned in the United States. Torturing criminals is justified while investigating. Mentally unstable couples should not have kids. Underage marriages should be banned, and people should be punished if they do so. Discrimination based on gender is logical. Abortion should be legalized globally. Strict
parents raise better children. Sex education should be given at an early age. Dating at a workplace is unethical. The death penalty is essential to prevent crimes. Why is RIAA Labels not the correct place to purchase music? Legalizing medical marijuana LGBT community and its impact on children in society Harmfulness of using biological weapons
Crime and Law Persuasive Essay Topics Corruption of our police. Police brutality is an abuse of power. It is vital to prevent homegrown criminals. Racial discrimination is growing in American societies. Education is the answer to all societal problems. Criminals should be punished by making them do community services. Cyberstalking should be
banned. Women should be treated equally in jail. The advantages of legalizing marijuana are more significant than its disadvantages. The criminal justice system is imperfect on many levels. Torture is an effective interrogative method for most crimes. Are rehabilitation centers useful for criminals? Is legalizing marijuana justified? Marijuana is a
gateway that leads the way to other drugs. Who is to be accused of self-driving car accidents? Sports Persuasive Essay Topics Animal sports are immoral. Women who do bodybuilding are risking their lives. Consumption of energy drinks affects athletes and their performance. Females should be motivated and encouraged to participate in sports more
than males. Cheerleading is a sexist sport. Gender and racial discrimination prevail in sports. WWE is entertainment more than a sport. Sportsmen’s spirit is innate and can not be learned. Women dance and swim better than men. Strength comes with the physique. Ethnic discrimination in sports Consuming energy drinks and their impact on an
athlete’s performance Bodybuilding effect on young women Extreme sports and the threats it brings to society How to relieve nervousness as an athlete? Persuasive Essay Topics on Animals Animal testing is immoral and evil. Conditions should be made on keeping exotic animals as pets. Hybrid breeding by different animals is unethical. Dogs should
not be trained by punishments. Steroid injections are extremely dangerous to animal health. Vaccinating pets is mandatory. Pet health care should be free. We all should save endangered species. Circus animals can not be trained without being beaten. Animal abuse should be punishable. How are dogs better pets than cats? Significance of animal
rights protection Hunting is immoral Keeping animals in zoos is unethical Testing beauty products on animals Funny Persuasive Essay Topics It is perfectly fine if your boyfriend likes barbie dolls more than you do. What would happen if Mojo Jojo took over the world? Spam emails are more interesting. It is okay to pretend to be busy at work. Girls are
better stalkers than boys. Making bad decisions is an art. Pets plan to kill their owners. Monday is the most hated day of the week. Autocorrect is dangerous for relationships. Boys play more video games than girls. What do pets think of their owners? The customer is never right Clothes are everything to make the first impression right Cons of being a
gamer Wine can be healthy Persuasive Essay Topics on Education The annual assessment of teachers and instructors is important. College lectures should be shorter for academics and longer for practical life. Students are given undue pressure of homework. The educational sector should be given more funds than other sectors. Children shouldn’t be
forced to go to school. Early morning classes in school are useless. Nap breaks should be given in schools to freshen up minds. Filters on internet content are essential in schools. Life lessons are more important than book lessons. Teachers are responsible for student’s bad grades. Studying foreign languages is essential in school Significance of
learning computer in middle school Should education be free? Our education system is forcing students to cheat on their exams. Homework puts undue pressure on students. Miscellaneous Persuasive Essay Topics Social media is hurting our society. Traveling the world is overrated and costs too much money. Reality tv shows are on the rise, why is
that so? With Ebooks available, are libraries even useful anymore? Steps to control the use of offensive slang in lyrics. Your take on net neutrality. Why is the new generation so self-obsessed yet conscious about their looks? Regulation of vitamins and medications. How to treat post-traumatic stress disorder in soldiers that come back from war? Why
should healthcare be universal? What is your take on the new wave of feminism? Obesity in Americans is on the rise, what is the reason behind this? Menstruation leaves for women. What is your take on paternity leaves? What is your take on beauty pageants? Tips for Finding the Perfect Persuasive Essay Topic These tips will help you find the perfect
topic for your essay. Choose a topic that will allow you to take a stand for a social issue or a topic you care deeply about. You will feel inspired to write about it. The topic you choose should have evidence and facts that you can include in your essay. The ideas you present in your essay should be specific and to the point. This will allow you to stay to
the point with a coherent flow in your essay. Highlight the main purpose of your essay by reiterating it in your essay in a different way. This way the audience will be clear on what your stance is. Don’t choose topics that don’t have enough information on the internet or that will be difficult to work on. The topic should not be too vague, or it will not
make any sense to the reader. The first and foremost step in any academic writing is choosing a topic. For persuasive essays, the topic you choose should be broad. A writer gets more chances to convince and persuade a reader. If you find it hard to write a persuasive or an argumentative essay, you can take our writing services at CollegeEssay.org.
We provide professional writing services for academic papers like college essays, term, and research papers. So you want writing assistance or just looking for college essay topics or good persuasive speech topics. Then, CollegeEssay.org is the right place for you. Our experts and professionals provide their customers with high-quality work with zero
percent plagiarism. Place your order today at exciting prices and get your essays professionally written.
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